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Chairman Ney and other Sub-Committee members, I thank you for the opportunity to
testify before you today. Please accept this revised testimony, as I had very little notice
for the preparation of my testimony, and inadvertently left out some key details. For
convenience sake, I have included the revised testimony in italics to differentiate from
the original where I had omitted it.
I come here both maddened and saddened to have to report to you on the calamitous
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congress, was touted to an unsuspecting public as being unique; a program funded by
the participants, and not by taxpayer dollars; a program to be trusted, as it was
instituted and administrated by our government; a program that was conceived as an
insurance policy, a financial instrument with well defined and accepted legal meaning
and definition in every state; a program that provides both policyholder and mortgagee a
means to restore damaged properties to their prior condition after a catastrophe; a
program that created a partnership between the private and public sectors for the
benefit of all the participants. Sadly , the program has evolved into a Frankenstein,
which now runs unfettered across the country, whimsically crushing policyholders
without a thought to their wellbeing, carrying on to the beat of its own drum.
Although you see me here today as a single person trying to relay to you my own
experience, please know that I am but one of many in my community, my state, my
region, our whole country, who has been dragged through merciless misinformation,
disinformation, double meanings and double dealings at the hands of the NFIP, and the
unbroken chain of corporate and individual co-conspirators who, from what I have
learned through my own talks with many other victims, through a website called
femainfo.us, and from a professional insurance adjuster whom I hired to represent me
when I had been ground into pulp, have been destroying families and lives without
penalty for some time, and continue to do so as we sit here today.
Before I present the summary of my experiences at the hands of the NFIP, let me say
that I would hope you will leave these hearings with enough of an understanding of the
malicious misdeeds of your flood program to be motivated to put a stop to them.
Hopefully you will also find mid-term and long-term solutions which, in my humble
opinion, might include oversight of the flood program by people who are more familiar
with insurance and financial matters (not meaning you of course, but FEMA); implement
some federal regulations and punitive laws similar to what each of the states have for
insurance companies mistreating policyholders, a logical step if our government is after
all going to be in the business of selling insurance, and asking the public to have faith in

being treated fairly; hold individual insurance companies, contractors, employees and
other participants accountable and responsible for actions or lack thereof that result in
injury and damages to policyholders and their innocent families, already burdened by
having their lives turned upside-down by a catastrophic event.

BACKGROUND

When I purchased my original home, now called 2 Ferguson Street, in Poquoson,
VA, in 1978, I was required to purchase flood insurance in order to obtain a mortgage
loan on the house. My insurance carrier for my homeowners and flood insurance was
and remains Allstate Insurance.

In 1992, with my family growing, I purchased a new residence on West Sandy
Point Road, also in Poquoson. Again, I insured with Allstate (Exhibit A), and again I was
told I had to purchase flood insurance to obtain a mortgage loan. Our prior residence
was kept as a rental house, and we continued to maintain a flood policy there as well.

My agent led me to believe that, except for purchasing contents insurance for our
personal property as a separate item, the flood insurance would provide the same
benefits as homeowners insurance in restoring our home to its pre-loss condition, in the
event it was damaged by flood, which is excluded under our homeowners policy.

Sept. 17, 2003 My wife, youngest son and pets left our residence home for my
parents house in Richmond, VA.
Sept. 18, 2003 – My two teenage sons and I left our home at 10:00 am, under a
mandatory evacuation order, after having spent the night and early morning putting our
personal property up on chairs beds table and counters for protection from the
oncoming hurricane. By the time we left, we had to wade through water to get to our car
a mile away where we had left it on higher ground.
Sept. 19, 2003 – My older sons and I returned to our area in the morning, and after
cutting our way through trees to get to our home, reached home by mid afternoon.
Although our home was still standing, the entire home was filled with seaweed, sewage,
fuel oil, mud and debris. Water had entered and run through our home to a depth of
about 2 feet.
That evening, my wife arrived with our youngest son, and broke
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My wife found a room at a hotel, and my entire family moved to the
hotel. The rate calculated out to be about $3,200.00 per month.
Sept. 20, 2003 I called my agent, who advised that the flood policy had no
provision for living accommodations, and who gave me an 800 number to call in our
flood claim. We called in the claim, and were advised that someone would call us.

By the end of September, I was contacted by an adjuster who said he was lining
up appointments on a need basis, and would call me back to let me know when he
could visit my property. In the interim he advised me to cut open my interior walls four
feet high, remove all carpeting, and remove all furniture that could not be restored, and
store all the removed materials in my front yard, so that it would not be hauled away. I
had already done so, having been advised by neighbors that they had been advised by
their carriers to do so. He stated that unless he could take pictures of everything, it was
not verifiable (which I took to me mean would not be paid). He also stated that we would
be compensated for the work done and out-of-pocket expense.
By the time my adjuster arrived in the first week of October to look at my home, I
had enlisted a contractor (Exhibits B and C), along with friends and neighbors, to help
remove walls, carpeting and debris, and try to clean up our home and personal
property. In addition we had to reset our fuel oil tank which had knocked off its stand,
spilling fuel into the home.
During this time our middle son had also been taken to the hospital to be treated
for an allergic asthmatic reaction to the mold setting into our home (Exhibits D and E).
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handling system which had been destroyed by the flooding.
As of the first week of October, our flood adjuster arrived to assess our damage.
He stated that he was going to photograph and measure the house, list all the damage
and would compensate us to return our home to its pre-flood condition. At the end of
this visit he asked us to make a list of our personal items, and costs, and said we could
now dispose of all of the debris which we had held for him to verify.
As of the first week of October my wife found a 3 bedroom furnished apartment
for us to move into at $2,800.00 per month. We had to rent a furnished apartment as
our carrier had not paid us anything to allow us to replace our furniture. We stayed until
finding a home to rent at $1,400.00 per month, and had to move into that home with no
furniture, having only mattresses purchased on a credit card for our living
accommodations. Our tenants at 2 Ferguson had moved into a trailer, and I had agreed
to cease charging them rent.
Throughout the rest of October I periodically called our adjuster, who continued
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.Finally in November I had to plead with the
adjuster to do something as I had expended over $15,000.00, in addition to missing two
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at least catch up on some bills, and get some furniture and clothing.
By the end of November I received claim summaries and additional claim
documents for our main residence, and our rental house from the adjuster (Exhibit F).
Our tenants had begun to make repairs to 2 Ferguson in order to make it
somewhat livable, in return for which I agreed to pay for materials, and forego additional
rent.
With respect to the main residence I noted that he had failed to list damaged
items, had listed cheaper materials than what we had, and had the dimensions of our
rooms wrong. I called the adjuster who advised me to list for him all the discrepancies
for him to review.
I wrote back to the adjuster, sending a full scaled drawing with measurements of
the house, along with comments about items mis-identified and/or missing from his
summaries.
On November 26 I applied to the City of Poquoson for a permit to make repairs to
my properties.
On December 1, I received a letter from the city stating that my home required
substantial repairs in excess of 50% of its replacement value, and as a result, I would
have to elevate the entire structure.
On December 3, Allstate advised that all insurance proceeds for my coverage
would be withheld due to the mis-rating of my policies, and that a premium adjustment
would be made, and monies deducted from my claims proceeds.
On December 5 I received the balance of monies owed for our personal property
(far less than what we lost as we were vastly under-insured).
On December 18, a contractor whom I had consulted about raising my house
advised that the cost of raising the house might be less if we could use the existing
foundation. However, the City would require certification by an approved architect or
engineer.
I then hired Norman Davis, an approved local architect for the purpose of
providing the certification. He advised he was four weeks behind schedule and would
get to me as soon as possible.
On December 19, while setting up space heaters to keep water pipes from
freezing, I noticed that black mold had begun to form on the interior side of my exterior
walls. I called the adjuster who stated that they were not responsible and would not
cover mold damage. When I asked if it mattered that the mold came as a result of the

flood, despite my doing everything I could to dry everything, he repeated that they still
would not do anything about mold.
In mid-January, I was advised by Norman Davis that my foundation and structure
had sustained flood damage, and could not be reused.
I called the adjuster to advise that inspection of the foundation had revealed
damage to the structure and foundation, and the adjuster stated that any claim for
structure damage had to be verified by a certified written report.
I called Norman Davis and asked for a written report to send to the adjuster.
On February 3, I received a supplemental claim summary from the adjuster
(Exhibit H), which still did not accurately reflect the damage for which I believed I was
owed. I called the adjuster who said I was right, t
hathedi
dn’
tknowwhathewas
thinking, and asked that I be patient and he would send me another summary.
On February 16, I received written reports from Norman Davis and sent them to
the adjuster (Exhibit I).
The adjuster called to tell me he had discussed my claim with his supervisor and
that the foundation damage would not be a claim item, because the foundation
replacement would be paid under ICC coverage extended for raising the house. He
indicated that 2 Ferguson would be treated the same.
In late February, I attended a help session organized by the City of Poquoson,
and spoke with a professional adjuster, Daniel Montgomery, who was there to answer
questions. Mr. Montgomery, who was there as a free consultant to the City advised that
in fact I was owed for my foundation damage under my policy, as the flood program had
no right to compel me to make the choice of raising my home under the ICC coverage,
and apportioning my foundation replacement to that coverage for me.
On February 29, I had received and returned by fax Proof of Loss forms for the
finally amended claim summaries for damage agreed to thus far. In the fax I again
asked the adjuster why my foundation would not be paid under the policy, and
requested that his supervisor explain that in writing. (Exhibit J) I also went over the
claim summaries (Exhibit K) with Mr. Montgomery, as I was concerned about whether
signing the Proof of Loss forms would end my claim rights. He informed me that it would
not.
The next day, on March 1, I received a call back from the adjuster. He stated that
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On March 22, Rimkus Consulting Group, who had been retained by Allstate,
inspected my properties.

By then my tenants at 2 Ferguson had made enough cosmetic repairs to move
back in, and were again paying rent. However, no foundation or structural repairs had
been made.
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insurance adjuster to continue with my representation (Exhibit M)
On June 10, I received a copies of a reports done by Rimkus Consulting on April
15 for the main residence (Sandy Point), and April 13 for the rental property (2
Ferguson). (Exhibit N)
Both reports indicated that my properties had been damaged by flood to a
greater extent than had been calculated by the adjuster.
By then, I was heartened to learn of the establishment of the FEMA Isabel
Review Task Force, put into place to review any claims of policyholders who felt they
had not been fairly treated. Little did I know, nor could I have expected at the time, that
t
he“
TaskFor
ce”would be comprised of the very same independent adjusting
companies and adjusters who had wrongfully denied and underpaid the Isabel flood
claims from the outset.
My adjuster (Montgomery) commenced discussions with the Task Force, to
whom he had submitted twenty-four claims for review.
As of August 13th, Montgomery had negotiated the settlement of 10 of his 24
claims with the Task Force, not without many difficulties and underhanded tactics being
utilized by the NFIP and the Task Force. The average settlement of the claims was
about 259% of the original claim settlements effected through the original claims
settlement chain of conspirators, or 159% more than what was originally declared by
them to have been all that was owed under the policies. (Exhibit O)
It was almost my turn to have my claim resolved, my houses having been looked
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General Adjuster to review the damage estimates prepared by Montgomery at my main
residence. Unfortunately, my rental property could not be seen that day due to the
absence of my tenants (who had previously been available during three broken
appointments with the General Adjuster scheduling problems). The File Manage, Don
Kerber, agreed with Montgomery that the damage to my home as a direct result of
flood, with or without the repairs to my foundation were in excess of my policy limts of
$158,400.00, and advised Montgomery he would recommend payment of the claim
summary.

As fate would have it, August 13th brought Hurricane Charley, the first of four, to
Florida. By August 15th, virtually t
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more than the same flood adjusters who have traveled the country for years plying their
craft) bolted the Task Force offices and headed south to seek to add to their fortunes.
Needless to say, Mr. Montgomery did not bolt south, even though Florida is his home.
He stayed to continue his efforts on behalf of myself and the remaining victims.
On August 15th, Montgomery sent Kerber a revised estimate of damages (Exhibit
S), as he had done in each of the claims he had settled prior to mine, correcting details
he and Kerber had discussed. Unfortunately, when Montgomery tried to follow-up by
telephone on Monday the 16th, he learned that Kerber too had left for Florida.
After another month of waiting for the Task Force (now apparently just a hand full
of people, headed by Ramsey Gray, the former business partner of the CSC Claims
Manager, Joseph Buzzelli, who had earlier been removed from the Task Force for
inappropriate behavior) Mr. Montgomery was invited to the NFIP Task Force offices to
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confronted by a messenger, who had meticulously combed the remaining claims files to
find virtually any excuse to deny the payment of the claims.
The messenger, Joseph Masselli, who claimed he was merely delivering the
decisions of Ramsey Gray, said that my claim would not be paid due to some apparent
duplication of claim items. Montgomery reviewed the items, and told Masselli that they
were obvious minor oversights, and he would correct them and send a revised summary
back. Montgomery sent the revised summary (Exhibit T) (still well over my policy limits),
along with a Statement in Proof of Loss, (Exhibit U).
Interestingly enough, several of the files had already been negotiated with
settlement amounts having been faxed to Montgomery. The boilerplate letters that
FEMA was sending out when additional money was to be paid had also been sent to
the policyholders. I
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received letters denying them any further consideration. Two of the claims were for
houses in my own neighborhood, constructed exactly like mine, with exactly the same
damage (to a lesser degree) as I had in my primary residence. (Exhibit P).
Subsequently, the Task Force assigned Joseph Buzzelli, the very same CSC
Claims Manager who had been dismissed from the Task Force to travel to Virginia to
resolve the outstanding claims. He met with Montgomery and Steve Kanstoroom, a
victim from Maryland who had suffered through prior experience with him, at
Congresswoman Jo Ann Davis’Yorktown offices, where he proceeded to agree to pay
the claims of the homes identical to mine, which had been approved by the original File
Manager, then denied by Gray through Masselli, and now were being approved again.
He had not however been instructed to bring the claim file for my main residence, along
with five others, with him. When Montgomery showed him the communication with

Kerber, and the signed Proof of Loss, Buzzelli called Wilma Brown (who incidentally had
originally trained Montgomery in Flood Claim adjusting years before) and told her she
needed to reject the proof of loss immediately (Exhibit V).
He did however have my rental house file, and went to inspect the house with
Montgomery and Kanstoroom. He agreed with Montgomery to pay the claim, except for
some vinyl tile which had been left as a moisture barrier under the carpeting.
Montgomery sent him the agreed revised estimate the next day, and he then proceeded
to deny the entire claim again. (Exhibit Q)
Since then, Montgomery has enlisted the support of Congresswoman Jo Ann
Davis and Senator George Allen, both of whom wrote letters on my behalf to the parties
involved, and to my absolute amazement, both of whom have been treated with the
same contempt that I have. (Exhibit R). Note in the letter sent back by David Maurstad,
that he attributes to my engineer (whose report I was told was unacceptable, resulting in
the hiring of Allstate’
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current code. That is quite commonplace. The fact does remain however, as stated by
my engineer, that the flood did the damage to my foundation, which was the foundation
insured under the policy.
Without attempting to describe the details of the egregious misrepresentation of
my claims, that would be better explained by Mr. Montgomery, suffice it to say that
someone fed a distorted and very narrow summary of a part of my claim to the FEMA
appointee signing the letters, who himself could have absolutely no knowledge
whatsoever as to the veracity of what he was putting out over his own signature. In the
private sector, that alone would be cause for removal of a supervisor for at least gross
incompetence. I still cannot repair my home, now overgrown with mold and nearly
beyond salvage.
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victims like me, implore, beg and plead that you will not let all of these wrongs go
unpunished, and that you not let this deformed agency continue to destroy families,
livelihoods, and in some cases lives.
Thank you for your kind attention
Larry Bearekman

